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Meanwhile, Shay is searching for the truth
behind the origins of the epidemic ... but danger
finds them wherever they go. Can they outrun
the fire? From the author of the international
sensation Slated comes the second book in a
powerful new story of survival and
transformation; love and power.
The Unadjusteds Jun 20 2019 A girl must rescue
her scientist father before humanity is lost.
Feather Boy Jan 28 2020 Robert Nobel, the
school pariah, triumphs over his own fears and
the school bully, in this extraordinary tale of selfempowerment, legend and death.
Deception Nov 18 2021 The second book in the
spine-tingling Dark Matter trilogy. Finding the
cause of a deadly epidemic and a cure has never
been more urgent--or uncertain. Shay, one of the
rare survivors of the epidemic sweeping the UK,
has surrendered herself to the Army because she
believes she's a carrier of the deadly disease.
Along with other survivors, she unwillingly
becomes a test subject in an effort to find a cure.
When the lab where she's being held is attacked,
Shay and a few others escape--with the help of
Dr. Alex Cross, Kai's hated stepfather and
Callie's father. Alex is the leader of the cult-like
group Multiverse. Their agenda is murky, but
genetic engineering might be one of their goals.
Meanwhile, a heartbroken Kai is determined to
find Shay. He's discovered survivors aren't
carriers, and Shay sacrificed herself for nothing.
Teaming up with other survivors who are being
hunted, Kai races to rescue Shay before it's too
late. His sister, Callie, the true carrier of the
epidemic, continues to hide her secret, and a

Dark Blue Rising Aug 27 2022 The stunning
first novel in a new speculative thriller trilogy
from the bestselling author of SLATED. Tabby
lives a transient life with her mum Cate, never
sticking in one place long enough to make
friends. Until one day, an accident changes
everything. Cate is arrested and Tabby realises
her life has been a lie: Cate is not her mother. As
she adjusts to her new life, Tabby finds herself
drawn to the ocean - the only place she feels
happy - and enrolls at a swimming summer
school to help her heal. But all is not as it seems.
She and her new friends are cut off from the
outside world and she's plagued by a repeating
symbol of interlocking circles that follows her
everywhere. As Tabby begins to learn the truth
about what the circles mean, and uncovers the
terrible lies she's been told about her past, a
final twist awaits her - a secret hidden in her
DNA...
Deception Jul 14 2021 Some lies can't be
forgiven ... Don't miss this startling second book
in a breathtaking new trilogy from Teri Terry,
queen of the teen thriller and author of the
bestselling SLATED trilogy. An epidemic is
sweeping the country. You are among the
infected. There is no cure, and you cannot be
permitted to infect others. You are now under
quarantine. The 5% of the infected who survive
are dangerous and will be taken into the custody
of the army. As the epidemic spreads, survivors
are being hunted like witches, for the authorities
fear their strange new powers. Kai is desperate
to trace Shay, who tricked him and disappeared.
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wave of infection follows in her wake as she
travels across the country. As mysteries deepen,
the teens must decide whom to trust, and their
friendships are tested. Is Callie who she says she
is? Should Shay trust the man her mother ran
away from--a man Kai hates? Will Kai ever
forgive Shay for her betrayal?
Fractured Mar 22 2022 Kyla's memory has been
erased, her personality wiped blank, her
memories lost for ever. Or so she thought. Kyla
shouldn't be able to remember anything. But she
can - and she's beginning to realise that there
are a lot of dark secrets locked away in her
memories. When a mysterious man from her
past comes back into her life, she thinks she's on
her way to finding the truth. But the more she
learns about her history, the more confusing her
future becomes... Set in a disturbing future
world, FRACTURED is an engrossing, fast-paced
read that establishes Teri Terry as a master
thriller writer. Book 2 in the acclaimed SLATED
trilogy.
Black Night Falling Sep 28 2022 The explosive
finale to The Circle trilogy by Teri Terry. The
fate of the natural world lies in the hands of
three teenagers. Captured by The Circle, Tabby
is taken to their headquarters, Undersea. She
learns about their ancient sisterhood, sworn to
protect the planet, and that she is one of "the
Chosen." In London, Hayden finds herself at the
centre of a coming together of disparate climate
change groups. Denzi is missing, and Hayden's
path to finding him is laced with danger. People
all around the world are demanding clean air
and blue skies, and on the cusp of humanity
making change for the good, Tabby, Hayden,
and Denzi's paths draw closer together. But as
old friends arrive to help, old enemies resurface.
The Circle's endgame comes into focus and
Tabby, Hayden, and Denzi must race to prevent
the destruction ahead. Can they learn how to
harness Tabby and the Chosen's power in time
before the world is changed forever?
Forensic Human Identification Oct 05 2020
Identity theft, criminal investigations of the dead
or missing, mass disasters both by natural
causes and by criminal intent with this as our
day to day reality, the establishment and
verification of human identity has never been
more important or more prominent in our
society. Maintaining and protecting the integrity
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of out identity has reached
Two Sides of Terri Jan 08 2021 Bill has just
about the perfect life. Good paying job. Lovely
home. Perfect children. And most of all, he has
his wife Terri--smart, funny, great with the kids.
Thing is, she's a good girl trapped in a bad girl's
body. Blonde, busty, and devastatingly beautiful,
she makes him want to do dirty things--things
you don't admit to wanting from the girl-nextdoor. Or so he thought. It starts with a
revelation about Chucky, a past boyfriend, and
everything he thought he knew about his sweet
wife unravels. He becomes obsessed with
learning more about this other side of Terri--and
everything he learns points back to Chucky, a
man she couldn't say no to. Does he dare invite
her past back into their present? And if he did,
would she now be able to say no?
Soldier for Equality Jul 22 2019 The incredible
story of one man’s fight for Mexican-American
civil rights, from award-winning picture book
creator Duncan Tonatiuh A 2020 Pura Belpré
Author Honor Book! José de la Luz Sáenz (Luz)
believed in fighting for what was right. Though
born in the United States, Luz often faced
prejudice because of his Mexican heritage.
Determined to help his community, even in the
face of discrimination, he taught
school—children during the day and adults in
the evenings. When World War I broke out, Luz
joined the army, as did many others. His ability
to quickly learn languages made him an
invaluable member of the Intelligence Office in
Europe. However, Luz found that prejudice
followed him even to war, and despite his
efforts, he often didn’t receive credit for his
contributions. Upon returning home to Texas, he
joined with other Mexican American veterans to
create the League of United Latin American
Citizens (LULAC), which today is the largest and
oldest Latinx civil rights organization. Using his
signature illustration style and Luz’s diary
entries from the war, award-winning author and
illustrator Duncan Tonatiuh tells the story of a
Mexican American war hero and his fight for
equality.
The Phantom of the Opera Feb 09 2021 The
story of a man named Erik, an eccentric,
physically deformed genius who terrorizes the
Opera Garnier in Paris. He builds his home
beneath it and takes the love of his life, a
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beautiful soprano, under his wing.
Black Heart Blue Dec 07 2020 'They tried to
make me go to my sister's funeral today. In the
end I'd had to give in ... I'd been walking in her
shadow for sixteen years and I liked its cool
darkness. It was a good place to hide.' How
would you feel if your twin sister died suddenly?
Particularly if she was the beautiful one and you
were horribly disfigured. And how would it feel
to be alone now if you and your sister were the
only ones to know the truth about what takes
place behind closed doors at home? And what
would you do if it was your parents who brought
danger and terror into your life? Would you dare
reveal how your sister died? And would you be
brave enough to find an escape of your own?
Black Heart Blue is a powerful novel about the
domestic horrors that can unfold within a small
community - and one girl's quest to stand up for
the truth.
The City Watch Trilogy Jul 02 2020 Be a MAN
in the City Watch! The City Watch needs MEN!
(or dwarves or trolls or gargoyles or ...)The City
Watch is a bumper volume in which those noble
defenders of Ankh-Morpork, the greatest city of
the Discworld*, come face to face with some of
the most heinous crimes in history. GUARDS!
GUARDS! Sees some night-time prowler turning
(mostly) honest citizens into something
resembling small charcoal biscuits. In MEN AT
ARMS, there's a murder to be solves so that the
world-weary Captain Vimes can be married at
noon and retire happily ever after.And in the
Discworld Howdunnit FEET OF CLAY, someone
is murdering harmless old men and poisoning
the Patrician ...and the golems are committing
suicide ...*Which is flat and rides through space
on the back of four elephants who stand on the
shell of an enormous turtle, as everyone knows.
Learning How to Learn Apr 30 2020 A
surprisingly simple way for students to master
any subject--based on one of the world's most
popular online courses and the bestselling book
A Mind for Numbers A Mind for Numbers and its
wildly popular online companion course
"Learning How to Learn" have empowered more
than two million learners of all ages from around
the world to master subjects that they once
struggled with. Fans often wish they'd
discovered these learning strategies earlier and
ask how they can help their kids master these
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skills as well. Now in this new book for kids and
teens, the authors reveal how to make the most
of time spent studying. We all have the tools to
learn what might not seem to come naturally to
us at first--the secret is to understand how the
brain works so we can unlock its power. This
book explains: • Why sometimes letting your
mind wander is an important part of the learning
process • How to avoid "rut think" in order to
think outside the box • Why having a poor
memory can be a good thing • The value of
metaphors in developing understanding • A
simple, yet powerful, way to stop procrastinating
Filled with illustrations, application questions,
and exercises, this book makes learning easy
and fun.
Hollow Pike Feb 27 2020 A gripping YA thriller
from award-winning writer Juno Dawson, with a
dash of romance and intriguing paranormal
elements, set in Hollow Pike - a small town with
a big history of witchcraft. Something wicked
this way comes... She thought she'd be safe in
the country, but you can't escape your own
nightmares, and Lis London dreams repeatedly
that someone is trying to kill her. Lis thinks she's
being paranoid - after all, who would want to
murder her? She doesn't believe in the local
legends of witchcraft. She doesn't believe that
anything bad will really happen to her. You
never do, do you? Not until you're alone in the
woods, after dark - and a twig snaps... Hollow
Pike - where witchcraft never sleeps.
Splinters of Sunshine Sep 23 2019 From the
multi-award-winning author of Orangeboy,
comes a YA road-trip mystery. I pick up the
envelope . . . As I rip down the sides, there's
loads of paper bursting out; stuck on flowers,
dandelions, roses . . . Spey recently received two
surprises. The first: his ex-prisoner dad turning
up unannounced, and the second: a mysterious
package containing torn-up paper flowers. Spey
instantly recognises it as a collage he made with
his old friend Dee, and decides she must be in
danger, but there are no clues to her
whereabouts. There's only one person he knows
who can help to track her down . . . On a road
trip like no other, will Spey and his dad find Dee,
before it's too late?
Mister Creecher Mar 30 2020 A gripping gothic
novel by master storyteller Chris Priestley
Mind Games Jan 20 2022 Fans of the award3/8
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winning SLATED trilogy won't want to miss this
gripping new psychological thriller from Teri
Terry! In a future world, life is tightly controlled
by the all-powerful PareCo. Standing out from
the crowd is dangerous so misfit Luna hides her
secrets carefully, not realising her own power.
Unlike her friends and family, Luna has never
been able to plug into Realtime, PareCo's virtual
world, where almost everyone now lives their
lives. So how do PareCo know about Luna, and
why do they want her for their elite think tank?
The truth is hidden in a web of shining silver
secrets, and the corrupt authorities would do
anything to keep it that way. Can Luna find a
way to use her own hidden powers and bring the
truth to light before it's too late?
When the Sun Goes Home Oct 25 2019 Everyone
knows how a day goes. The sun rises and shines
above us with his glorious smile. At the end of
the day, he disappears over the horizon. But
what people don't know is what the sun gets up
to after he goes home . . . The sun loves to make
people happy. But beneath his glorious smile, he
doesn't always feel so shiny. At the end of the
day, when the sun goes home, he sometimes
feels a little lonely. The sun believes he has no
choice but to carry on shining, no matter what ...
until one day, disaster strikes. He finds himself
falling from the sky! Will anyone hear his call
and come to help him? A problem shared is a
problem halved in this warm and original
bedtime story about friendship, emotions and
kindness.
Fated Feb 21 2022 Don't miss this prequel to the
multi award-winning SLATED trilogy by Teri
Terry, queen of the teen thriller! I'm just one
girl. What can I do? Sam's cosy life as daughter
of the Deputy Prime Minister is about to end.
These are turbulent times. Borders have closed
and protests are turning violent. The
government blames the country's youth, and is
cracking down hard. Mobile phones are blocked,
gatherings are banned and dissent is brutally
crushed. Sam is torn between family loyalty and
doing what is right. When she meets Ava and
Lucas her mind is made up. One girl, one choice.
She can make a difference: she must. Even if her
life - and her heart - are on the line ... A red-hot
thriller packed with secrets and revelations that
shines a new light on the award-winning
SLATED trilogy.
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Forensic Psychology Nov 25 2019 Instructors Electronic inspection copies are available or
contact your local sales representative for an
inspection copy of the print version. 'This
fascinating book examines some of the
ideological underpinnings of forensic
psychological research, policy and practice. It is
refreshingly reflective and a significant
contribution to the field. I strongly recommend
it.' - Professor Graham Towl, Durham University
and formerly Chief Psychologist at the Ministry
of Justice 'The strength of this book is the
complexity of concepts and topics covered mean
that it is suitable for students who wish to be
challenged.’ - Dr Louise Almond, University of
Liverpool 'This is a book for people who like to
think. It presents the realities of practice with
the challenges of theory and asks the reader to
shake off complacency. It is insightful and
challenging but most of all, it is very readable.' Professor Joanna R. Adler, Middlesex University
Students of Forensic Psychology need to learn
how to combine practical skills such as report
writing or assessments with a critical
understanding of both theory and the wider
political and policy landscape that surrounds the
profession. Mapped to the British Psychological
Society’s Stage One and Two training
requirements for forensic psychologists Forensic
Psychology: Theory, Research, Policy and
Practice will help you understand how these
crucial areas of the profession interact and how
they can shape one another. Throughout the text
the authors provide a detailed analysis of key
concepts, debates and theories while weaving in
insights and reflections from key professionals,
ensuring you have the necessary knowledge and
skills to pass assignments and get past the stage
2 supervised practice requirements en route to
becoming a qualified forensic psychologist. This
text will be essential reading for all those on
MSc Forensic Psychology courses, and will also
be a useful reader for those on practitioner
doctorates as well as the already qualified
needing to keep up with the CPD. The book is
also a useful companion to professionals in allied
criminal justice professions.
Contagion Oct 17 2021 Don't miss this startling
first book in a breathtaking new trilogy from
Teri Terry, queen of the teen psychological
thriller and author of the bestselling Slated
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trilogy! URGENT! An epidemic is sweeping the
country. You are among the infected. There is no
cure, and you cannot be permitted to infect
others. You are now under quarantine. The very
few of the infected who survive are dangerous
and will be taken into the custody of the army.
Young runaway Callie survived the disease, but
not the so-called treatment. Her brother Kai is
still looking for her. And his new friend Shay
may hold the key to uncovering what truly
happened. From the author of the international
sensation Slated comes the first book in a
powerful new story of survival and
transformation; love and power.
Black Night Falling (Bd. 3) Jun 01 2020
The Book of Lies May 24 2022 "Twin teen girls
with very different upbringings meet for the first
time at their mother's funeral. As they get to
know each other, it becomes clear that one of
the sisters is driven by a secret destructive
power-or is it both?"--Provided by publisher
True Light Nov 06 2020 Now eight months into a
global blackout, the residents of Oak Hollow are
trying to cope with the deep winter nights and a
gnawing hunger from a food shortage. The
struggle to survive can bring out the worst in
anyone. A teenage friend of the Brannings’ has
been found shot while hunting, and his slain
deer is gone. Suspicions immediately fall on
Mark Green, the son of a convicted murderer.
Before he can prove his innocence, vigilantes
force the sheriff to arrest him. Deni Branning is
growing closer to Mark, and she sees him as a
hero, not a traitor. She and her family set out to
find the person who really pulled the trigger. But
clearing Mark’s reputation is only part of the
battle. Protecting him from the neighbors who
ostracized him is just as difficult. New York
Times bestselling suspense author Terri
Blackstock weaves a masterful what-if novel in
which global catastrophe reveals the darkness in
human hearts—and lights the way to restoration
for a self-centered world. “Blackstock is
absolutely masterful at bringing spiritual
dilemmas to the surface and allowing readers to
wrestle with them alongside her characters.”
—RT Book Reviews, 4.5 stars (of Dawn’s Light)
Evolution Aug 15 2021 A thrilling showdown
brings the Dark Matter trilogy to a satsifying
close. Shay is trapped at the Multiverse
compound while looking for the real Callie, and
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an unforgiving Kai is her best chance at
outsmarting Alex and saving countless lives.
Shay has left Kai once again by following Alex to
his Multiverse compound. Her goal is to find the
real Callie, but Shay discovers that the younger
girl has no memory of her past. Their hope is to
leave the community. While Shay pretends to be
a devoted follower, Alex makes his own plans to
use Shay to spread the epidemic he caused with
his dark matter experiments. The survivors will
be only the most worthy humans--those who
evolve special abilities. The opportunistic Freja
further poisons Kai's memories of his girlfriend.
Angry and hurt, Kai doubles down on his mission
to reveal that his former stepfather is behind the
epidemic, but he has little luck convincing the
authorities--until it's almost too late to save Shay
from a fate worse than death.
Shattered Oct 29 2022 The stunning conclusion
to the Slated trilogy, for fans of Unwind and
Legend ! Kyla is in danger from both the
government Lorders who erased her memory
and the terrorists who tried to use her. So now
she’s on the run. Sporting a new identity and
desperate to fill in the blank spaces of her life
pre-Slating, Kyla heads to a remote mountain
town to try to reunite with the birth mother she
was kidnapped from as a child. There she is
hoping all the pieces of her life will come
together and she can finally take charge of her
own future. But even in the idyllic wilderness
and the heart of her original family, Kyla realizes
there is no escape from the oppressive Lorders.
Someone close to her may be one of them, and
even more frighteningly, her birth mother has
been keeping secrets of her own. In this
stunning series finale, Kyla finally finds out who
she really is—and the road to this discovery, and
to deciding who she wants to become, is full of
dangerous twists and turns that will keep
readers riveted.
Contagion Jun 25 2022 The first book in the
spine-tingling Dark Matter trilogy about the
frightening effects of a biological experiment
gone wrong. An epidemic is sweeping the
country. It spreads fast, mercilessly. Everyone
will be infected. . . . It is only a matter of time.
You are now under quarantine. Young teen
Callie might have been one of the first to survive
the disease, but unfortunately she didn't survive
the so-called treatment. She was kidnapped and
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experimented upon at a secret lab, one that
works with antimatter. When she breaks free of
her prison, she unleashes a wave of destruction.
Meanwhile her older brother Kai is looking for
her, along with his smart new friend Shay, who
was the last to see Callie alive. Amid the chaos
of the spreading epidemic, the teens must find
the source of disease. Could Callie have been
part of an experiment in biological warfare? Who
is behind the research? And more importantly, is
there a cure?
Coming Undone May 12 2021 'BREATHTAKING'
Dolly Alderton, 'REMARKABLE' Marian Keyes,
'LIFE-CHANGING' Emma Jane Unsworth,
'COMPELLING' Amy Liptrot, 'EXTRAORDINARY'
Sali Hughes To everyone else, Terri White
appeared to be living the dream – living in New
York City, with a top job editing a major
magazine. In reality, she was struggling with the
trauma of an abusive childhood and rapidly
skidding towards a mental health crisis that
would land her in a psychiatric ward. Coming
Undone is Terri's story of her unravelling, and
her precarious journey back from a life in pieces.
Evolution Jun 13 2021 Into the fire ... Don't miss
the final part of this breathtaking trilogy from
Teri Terry, multi award-winning author of the
SLATED trilogy. Shay has followed Xander and
joined his mysterious scientific cult at their
remote Scottish compound. She's desperately
searching for Callie, who went missing before
the start of the epidemic that kills 95% of cases,
and leaves a tiny number of survivors with
astonishing new powers. Can Shay uncover the
truth about the origins of the epidemic, find
Callie and perhaps even rekindle her
relationship with Kai? Or will Xander's grand
plans destroy them all for ever?
Fractured Dec 19 2021 Perfect for fans of the
dystopian settings of The Hunger Games and
Divergent, the gripping second installment of
the Slated trilogy is a riveting psychological
thriller set in a future where violent teens have
their memory erased as an alternative to jail.
Kyla has been Slated—her personality wiped
blank, her memories lost to her forever. Or so
she thought. She shouldn’t be able to remember
anything. But increasingly she can—and she’s
discovering that there are a lot of dark secrets
locked away in her memories. When a
mysterious man from her past comes back into
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her life and wants her help, she thinks she’s on
her way to finding the truth. But this new
knowledge lands her in the middle of a tug-ofwar between two dangerous adversaries, and
despite her misgivings about both of them, she’s
forced to choose a side for her own protection.
Shattered Mar 10 2021 Kyla's memory was
erased, her personality wiped blank, her
memories lost for ever. Or so she thought. After
the shocking events of SLATED and
FRACTURED, we return to Kyla's oppressive
world as she tries to make sense of her life and
everything around her. Set in a disturbing nearfuture world, this is the conclusion to an
engrossing, fast-paced trilogy that establishes
Teri Terry as a master thriller writer. Book 3 in
the acclaimed SLATED trilogy.
Reiniciados, 1. Sin memoria Aug 03 2020 Kyla
ha sido «reiniciada»: le han borrado la memoria
y sus recuerdos se han perdido para siempre.
Han hecho de ella una persona nueva,
supuestamente porque era una terrorista y el
Gobierno pretende darle así una segunda
oportunidad. Pero un día empieza a recordar
ecos del pasado, y Kyla descubre que nada es lo
que parece ¿ni siquiera ella misma¿ y que
alguien miente. ¿En quién podrá confiar para
alcanzar la verdad? Llega la primera parte de
una trilogía distópica que puede ser
escalofriantemente real.
The People's Pharmacy Aug 23 2019 This
updated edition of the million-copy bestseller
features new facts about the safety and
effectiveness of the brand-name drugs people
take most often and are concerned about, in a
guide with numerous charts, tables, and Drug
Price Guide
Slated Apr 23 2022 The gripping first book of a
rebellious trilogy about truth, power, and
impossible choices, perfect for fans of Divergent
and Legend. Kyla’s memory has been erased, her
personality wiped blank, her memories lost
forever. She’s been slated. The government
claims that she was a terrorist and they are
giving her a second chance—if she plays by their
rules. But scenes from the past haunt her as she
tries to adjust to a new life, family, and school,
leaving her unsettled. Who is she really? And if
only criminals are meant to be slated, why are so
many other teens disappearing? As she and her
friend Ben seek answers, Kyla is torn between
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the need to know more and her instinct for selfpreservation. "A suspenseful page-turner with a
highly sympathetic and strong female
protagonist. . . . Will have readers waiting
eagerly for a sequel.” —Booklist "Excellent. . . .
Kyla's erased memory works wonderfully as a
storytelling device." —io9
Scare Me Dec 27 2019 Scare Me is a tense
supernatural thriller, perfect for fans of One of
Us Is Lying and This Lie Will Kill You. From the
award-winning author of the SLATED and
CIRCLE trilogies, Teri Terry. The past can haunt
you... Sixteen-year-old Liv can't get on with her
own life - not as long as the ghost of her twin
sister, Molly, who died at birth, has been her
constant companion: she is always there, a part
of her that no one else can see or hear. Liv
meets a boy called Echo, who is searching for
the truth about his mother's death, and despite
Molly's concerns, Liv is drawn to him. Echo
believes that if he can just speak to his mother's
ghost, he will finally learn the truth about what
happened to her and be able to move on with his
life. But he believes the way to reach her is
through fear: to scare himself enough to lift the
veil between the worlds of the living and the
dead. Echo and Liv begin an increasingly
dangerous game that tests their greatest fears:
but how far is Echo willing to go to uncover the
truth?
Dangerous Games Sep 16 2021 Fans of the
award-winning SLATED trilogy won't want to
miss this exclusive ebook sequel to Mind Games,
a new psychological thriller from Teri Terry!
Sixteen years after Luna took on the might of
PareCo, her daughter Liberty is fighting for her
independence, fighting for her freedom, fighting
to discover who she really is. Constantly pushing
the boundaries of what she can do in the virtual
space of the void and still survive in the real
world, it is only a matter of time before Liberty
goes too far. And when the mysterious Ex offers
to tell Liberty all her mother's secrets, it seems
too good an opportunity to resist. But how will
Liberty know what is real, or who she can trust especially when it seems that the future of the
void, and of the non-virtual world it connects to,
may be at risk of destruction?
Red Sky Burning Jul 26 2022 Where do you run
when there's no one left to trust? The stunning
follow up to DARK BLUE RISING, the new
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thriller trilogy from Teri Terry. She survived the
hurricane and now Tabby is on the run, hoping
she can make it to her old friend Jago before her
pursuers catch her. All she has are questions,
about the experiments she saw in the basement
of her swim school...about who - or what -she is.
Denzi is also searching for answers after the
storm. But each time he connects with a
survivor, they disappear. The environmental
activist group The Circle claims responsibility
for the hurricane that destroyed Tabby and
Denzi's school and caused great damage around
the world. Now they threaten further terror if
their demands aren't met. As the political
tension bubbles over into violence, Tabby and
Denzi search for the truth. There's something
connecting them, drawing their paths into one.
Can they put the puzzle pieces together and
discover what The Circle wants with them?
Sometimes it's better not to know the truth...
Shattered Apr 11 2021 “Kathryn Casey is one of
the best true crime writers today.” —Ann Rule
With true crime classics like Descent into Hell
and Die My Love, author Kathryn Casey has
peered into the darkest corners of the Lone Star
State, shedding a fascinating, chilling light on a
series of notorious Texas murders. In Shattered,
she explores in riveting detail an infamous
Houston area crime: the brutal slaying of a
young mother and her unborn child by the
person closest to them. Bestselling author
Carlton Stowers numbers Kathryn Casey “among
the elite of true crime writers,” and Shattered—a
shocking true story of blood, rage, and
betrayal—will only enhance her reputation as
one of the best of the best.
The Man in the Brown Suit Sep 04 2020 A young
woman investigates an accidental death at a
London tube station, and finds herself of a ship
bound for South Africa... Pretty, young Anne
came to London looking for adventure. In fact,
adventure comes looking for her - and finds her
immediately at Hyde Park Corner tube station.
Anne is present on the platform when a thin
man, reeking of mothballs, loses his balance and
is electocuted on the rails. The Scotland Yard
verdict is accidental death. But Anne is not
satisfied. After all, who was the man in the
brown suit who examined the body? And why did
he race off, leaving a cryptic message behind:
'17-122 Kilmorden Castle'?
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